We investigate some higher-loop structural properties of the β function in asymptotically free vectorial gauge theories. Our main focus is on theories with fermion contents that lead to an infrared (IR) zero in β. We present analytic and numerical calculations of the value of the gauge coupling where β reaches a minimum, the value of β at this minimum, and the slope of β at the IR zero, at two-, three-, and four-loop order. The slope of β at the IR zero is relevant for estimates of a dilaton mass in quasiconformal gauge theories. Some inequalities are derived concerning the dependence of the above quantities on loop order. A general inequality is derived concerning the dependence of the shift of the IR zero of β, from the n-loop to the (n + 1)-loop order, on the sign of the (n + 1)-loop coefficient in β. Some results are also given for gauge theories with N = 1 supersymmetry.
I. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of an asymptotically free gauge theory from high Euclidean momentum scales µ in the deep ultraviolet (UV) to small scales in the infrared is of fundamental field-theoretic interest. This evolution is described by the β function of the theory. Following the pioneering calculations of the β function at one-loop [1] and two-loop [2] order, this function was subsequently calculated to three-loop [3] and four-loop [4] order in the modified minimal [5] subtraction (M S) scheme [6] . The anomalous dimension of the (gauge-invariant) fermion bilinear operator, γ m , has also been calculated up to fourloop order in this scheme [7] .
Here we consider the UV to IR evolution of an asymptotically free vectorial gauge theory with gauge group G and N f massless fermions transforming according to a representation R of G [8] . An interesting property of this type of theory is that, for sufficiently large N f , the two-loop β function has an IR zero [2, 9] . If N f is near to the maximum allowed by the property of asymptotic freedom, then this IR zero occurs at a small value, but, as N f decreases, it increases to stronger coupling. This motivates the calculation of the IR zero of β at higherloop order [10] . Calculations of this IR zero, and the associated anomalous dimension of the (gauge-invariant) fermion bilinear, γ m , have recently been done to fourloop order for an asymptotically free vectorial gauge theory with gauge group G and N f fermions in an arbitrary representation R, with explicit results for R equal to the fundamental, adjoint, and symmetric and antisymmetric rank-2 tensor representations [11, 12] . A corresponding analysis was carried out for an asymptotically free vectorial gauge theory with N = 1 supersymmetry in [13] . Although the terms in the β function at three-and higher-loop order, and the terms in γ m at two-and higher-loop order are dependent on the scheme used for regularization and renormalization of the theory, these higher-loop calculations are valuable because they give a quantitative measure of the accuracy and stability of the lowest-order calculations of α IR and γ m . A study of the effect of scheme transformations on results for α IR was performed in [14] .
In this paper we will present calculations at the n-loop level, where n = 2, 3, 4, of several important quantities that provide a detailed description of the UV to IR evolution of a theory with an IR zero in its β function. Our general results apply for an arbitrary (non-Abelian) gauge group G. We denote the running gauge coupling at a scale µ as g(µ), and define α(µ) = g(µ)
2 /(4π). (The µ argument will often be suppressed in the notation.) The loop order to which a quantity is calculated is indicated explicitly via the subscript nℓ, standing for n-loop, so that the n-loop β function and its IR zero are denoted β nℓ and α IR,nℓ . Given the asymptotic freedom of the theory, the UV to IR evolution, as described by β nℓ , occurs in the interval I α : 0 ≤ α(µ) ≤ α IR,nℓ .
(1.1)
In addition to α IR,nℓ , the three structural properties of β nℓ that we study are (i) the value of α where β nℓ reaches its minimum in the interval (1.1), denoted α m,nℓ , (ii) the minimum value of β nℓ on this interval, (β nℓ ) min , and (iii) the slope of β nℓ at α IR,nℓ , denoted dβ nℓ /dα| α IR,nℓ . The importance of the first two quantities for the UV to IR evolution of the theory is clear. One would like to know where the rate of running, β = dα/dt, has maximum magnitude, as a function of α, and hence, as a function of µ. Further, one is interested in what this maximum magnitude in the rate of running, i.e., (since β ≤ 0), the minimum value of β is in the interval I α . The third quantity, the slope of the β function at α IR , is of interest because it describes how rapidly β approaches zero as α approaches α IR . A knowledge of this slope is also valuable because it is relevant for estimates of a dilaton mass in gauge theories that exhibit approximate scale-invariance associated with an IR zero of β at a value, α IR , that is sufficiently large that this approximate dilatation symmetry is broken by the formation of a fermion condensate. For each of these structural quantities, one would like to see how higher-loop calculations compare with the two-loop computation. As part of our work, we derive some inequalities concerning the relative values of each of these quantities at the two-and threeloop order.
We also generalize some results that were obtained in [11] concerning α IR,nℓ . In [11] it was shown that in a theory with a given G, R, and N f for which the two-loop β function β 2ℓ has an IR zero, the three-loop zero satisfies the inequality α IR,3ℓ < α IR,2ℓ in the minimal subtraction (M S) scheme used there [15] . The reduction in the value of the IR zero going from two-loop to three-loop level is typically substantial; for example, for G = SU (2) and N f = 8, α IR,2ℓ = 1.26, while α IR,3ℓ = 0.688, and for G = SU (3) and N f = 12, α IR,2ℓ = 0.754, while α IR,3ℓ = 0.435. A natural question that arises from the analysis in [11] is how general this inequality is and, specifically, whether it also holds for other schemes. We address and answer this question here. We prove that for an asymptotically free theory with a given G, R, and N f for which β 2ℓ has an IR zero, the inequality α IR,3ℓ < α IR,2ℓ holds in any scheme which has the property that the sign of the three-loop coefficient in β is opposite to that of the one-loop coefficient for N f ∈ I, which thus preserves for β 3ℓ the existence of an IR zero that was true of β 2ℓ . This preservation of the two-loop IR zero in β is physically desirable, since β 2ℓ is schemeindependent, so if it exhibits an IR zero, then a reasonable scheme should maintain the existence of this zero at higher-loop level. More generally, we will derive a result that shows how α IR,nℓ shifts, upward or downward, to α IR,(n+1)ℓ , when it is calculated to the next higher-loop order.
For a given gauge group G, the infrared properties of the theory depend on the fermion representation R and the number of fermions, N f . For a sufficiently large number, N f , of fermions in a given representation (as bounded above by the requirement of asymptotic freedom), the IR zero in β occurs at a relatively small value of α and the theory evolves from the UV to the IR without any spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking (SχSB). In this case, the IR zero of β is an exact infrared fixed point of the renormalization group. Thus, the infrared behavior of the theory exhibits scale-invariance (actually conformal invariance [16] ) in a non-Abelian Coulomb phase. For small N f , as the theory evolves from the UV to the IR, and the reference scale µ decreases below a scale which may be denoted Λ, the gauge interaction becomes strong enough to confine and produce bilinear fermion condensates, with the associated spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking and dynamical generation of fermion masses of order Λ. As µ decreases below Λ, and one constructs the effective low-energy field theory applicable in this region, one thus integrates out these now-massive fermions, and the β function changes to that of a pure gauge theory, which does not have any perturbative IR zero. Hence, in this case the infrared zero of β is an approximate, but not exact, fixed point of the renormalization group.
If N f is only slightly less than the critical value N f,cr for spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking, so that α IR is only slightly greater than the critical value, α cr (depending on G and R) for fermion condensation, then the UV to IR evolution exhibits approximate scale (dilatation) invariance for an extended logarithmic interval, because as α(µ) increases toward α IR , while less than α cr , β approaches zero, i.e., the rate of change of α(µ) as a function of µ approaches zero. Thus, α(µ) is large, of O(1), but slowly running ("walking"). This is quite different from the behavior of α s (µ) in quantum chromodynamics (QCD). This approximate scale invariance at strong coupling plays an important role in models with dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking [17, 18] , and occurs naturally in models with an approximate infrared fixed point [18] . Since α IR ∼ O(1) and γ m is a power series in α, there is an enhancement of γ m in such models, which, in turn, is useful for generating sufficiently large Standard Model fermion masses. Approximate calculations of hadron masses and related quantities have been performed using continuum field theoretic methods for these theories [19] . Recently, an intensive effort has been made using lattice methods to study the properties of SU(N c ) gauge theories with various fermion contents, in particular, theories that exhibit quasi-scale-invariant behavior associated witn an exact or approximate IR zero of the respective β functions. For example, for SU (3) with fermions in the fundamental representation, measurements of γ m have been reported in [20] . In theories where N c , R, and N f are such that α IR is only slightly greater than α cr , so this approximate scale invariance associated with an IR zero of β at strong coupling holds, the spontaneous breaking of this symmetry by the formation of a fermion condensate, may lead to a light state which is an approximate Nambu-Goldstone boson (NGB), the dilaton [21] (see also [19] ). The mass of the dilaton depends on several quantities, including the effective value of the β function at the relevant scale µ ∼ Λ where the SχSB takes place. The desire to study the quasi-scaleinvariant behavior of such a theory is an important motivation for obtaining more detailed information about the structure of the β function, as contained in the structural quantities (i)-(iii) discussed above.
II. BETA FUNCTION

A. General
The UV to IR evolution of the theory is described by the β function 1) where t = ln µ. This has the series expansion 2) where ℓ denotes the number of loops involved in the calculation of b ℓ , a ≡ g 2 /(16π 2 ) = α/(4π), and
As noted above, the one-and two-loop coefficients b 1 and b 2 , which are scheme-independent, were calculated in [1, 2] (see Appendix A). The b ℓ for ℓ ≥ 3 are schemedependent; in the commonly used M S scheme, the b ℓ have been calculated up to four-loop order [3, 4] . For analytical purposes it is more convenient to deal with the b ℓ , since they are free of factors of 4π. However, for numerical purposes, it is usually more convenient to use theb ℓ , since, as is evident from Table I of [11] , the range of values ofb ℓ is smaller than the range for the b ℓ . We will use both interchangeably. We denote the β function calculated to n-loop order as
Some explicit examples of four-loop β functions are given in Appendix B. With our sign conventions, the restriction to an asymptotically free theory means that b 1 > 0. This is equivalent to the condition
where [22, 23] 
(bℓz stands for b ℓ zero). For the fundamental, adjoint, and symmetric and antisymmetric rank-2 tensor representations of G = SU(N c ), the upper bound (2.5) allows the following ranges of
] for symmetric (antisymmetric) rank-2 tensor. In the case of a sufficiently large representation R, this upper bound may forbid even the value N f = 1. For example, for the rank-3 symmetric tensor representation of SU(N c ), the upper bound is
, and the right-hand side of this bound is larger than 1 only for N c (analytically continued to nonnegative real numbers) in the interval 3 − √ 3 < N f < 3 + √ 3, i.e., 1.268 < N f < 4.732 (to the indicated floating-point accuracy). Hence, if N c is equal to 2, 3, or 4, the bound allows only the single value N f = 1, and if N c ≥ 5, then the bound does not allow any nonzero (integer) value of N f . For G = SU (2) , with a representation labeled by the integer or half-integer j, the inequality (2.5) is
This bound is:
The right-hand side of (2.7) decreases through 1 as j (continued to real numbers) increases through 1.562, so that the upper bound (2.7) does not allow a nonzero number of fermions in a representation of SU (2) with j ≥ 2 [24] .
To analyze the zeros of the n-loop β function, β nℓ , aside from the double zero at α = 0, one extracts the overall factor of −2α
2 and calculates the zeros of the reduced (r) polynomial 8) or equivalently, n ℓ=1 b ℓ a ℓ−1 . As is clear from Eq. (2.8), the zeros of β nℓ away from the origin depend only on n − 1 ratios of coefficients, which can be taken asb ℓ /b n for ℓ = 1, ..., n − 1. Although Eq. (2.8) is an algebraic equation of degree n − 1, with n − 1 roots, only one of these is physically relevant as the IR zero of β nℓ . We denote this as α IR,nℓ . In analyzing how the n-loop β function describes the UV to IR evolution of the theory, we will focus on the interval (1.1).
To investigate how α IR,nℓ changes when one calculates it to higher-loop order, it is useful to characterize the full set of zeros of β nℓ . In general, if one has a polynomial of degree m, P m (z) = m s=0 κ s z s , and one denotes the set of m roots of the equation P m (z) = 0 as {z 1 , ..., z m }, then the discriminant of this equation is defined as [25] 
Since ∆ m is a symmetric polynomial in the roots of the equation P m (z) = 0, the symmetric function theorem implies that it can be expressed as a polynomial in the coefficients of P m (z) [26] . We will sometimes indicate this dependence explicitly, writing ∆ m (κ 0 , ..., κ m ). The discriminant ∆ m is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m(m − 1) in the roots {z i }. For our present purpose, to analyze the zeros of β nℓ away from the origin, given by the roots of Eq. (2.8), of degree m = n − 1, we will thus use the discriminant ∆ n−1 (b 1 ,b 2 , ...,b n ), or equivalently,
Note that, because of the homogeneity properties,
(2.10) Some further details on discriminants are given in Appendix C.
Although we focus on the behavior of β nℓ in the physical interval (1.1), in characterizing the zeros of β nℓ , we will make use of some formal mathematical properties of β nℓ as an abstract function of α. For large |α|, since β nℓ ∼ −2b n α n+1 , it follows that if α is large and positive, then sgn(β nℓ ) = −sgn(b n ), while for large negative α, sgn(β nℓ ) = sgn((−1) n b n ). Thus, sgn(β nℓ ) for large positive α is equal to (−1) n+1 sgn(β nℓ ) for large negative α. Since β nℓ is negative in the vicinity of the origin, it follows that for (both even and odd) n ≥ 2, If b n < 0, then β nℓ has at least one zero at a positive real value of α .
(2.11)
Furthermore, again because β ∼ −2b n α n+1 for large |α|, a consequence is that for n ≥ 2, If n is odd and b n < 0 or n is even and b n > 0, then β nℓ has at least one zero at a negative real value of α .
(2.12)
Of course, the behavior of β nℓ at negative values of α is not directly physical, and the behavior at large positive α is beyond the range of validity of the perturbative calculation, but these mathematical properties will be useful in characterizing the total set of zeros of β nℓ at higherloop order. Given that N f ∈ I, so that β 2ℓ has an IR zero, we can track how this zero changes as the loop order n increases. One general result is as follows. As N f ր N f,b1z at the upper end of the interval I, α IR,nℓ → 0. This is a result of the fact that in this limit,b 1 → 0, so that β nℓ,r reduces to α n ℓ=2 α ℓ−2 , which has a root at α = 0. Starting at the (n = 2)-loop level and tracking the physical IR zero at three-and higher-loop order, one can infer that generically α n,ℓ is the root of β nℓ,r that moves toward zero in this limit N f ր N f,b1z .
Because β nℓ is a polynomial in α(µ) and hence a continuous function, and because β nℓ = 0 at the two ends of the interval (1.1), at α = 0 and α = α IR,nℓ , and is negative for small (positive) α, it follows that β reaches a minimum in this interval (1.1) . This occurs at a point where dβ nℓ /dα = 0, which we label α m,nℓ (where the subscript m stands for "minimum β in I α "), and we denote 
The equation for the critical points, where dβ nℓ /dα = 0, is thus an algebraic equation of degree n, with n formal roots, one of which is α = 0. Assuming that b 2 < 0, i.e., N f ∈ I, so that the two-loop β function has an IR zero (and also, in higher-loop calculations, that the scheme preserves the existence of this IR zero), it follows that, among the remaining n − 1 roots, one is real and positive and yields the minimum value of β nℓ for α in the relevant interval (1.1) , and this root is the abovementioned α m,nℓ . Given that β has an IR zero at α IR and is analytic at this point, one may expand it in a Taylor series about α IR . This involves the slope of the β function at α IR . For compact notation, we denote (2.15) and, for the n-loop quantities,
With β(α IR ) = 0, the expansion of β(α) for α near to
Here we have written this expansion for the full β function; a corresponding equation applies for β nℓ .
B. IR Zero of β at the Two-Loop Level
We next review some background on the two-loop β function that is relevant for present work. The two-loop β function is β 2ℓ = −2α 2 (b 1 +b 2 α). This has an IR zero at 18) which is physical if and only if b 2 < 0. The coefficient b 2 is a linear, monotonically decreasing function of N f , which is positive for zero and small N f and passes through zero, reversing sign, as N f increases through N f,b2z , where
For arbitrary G and R, N f,b1z > N f,b2z , as is proved by the fact that
Hence, there is always an interval I of N f values for which the two-loop β function has an IR zero, namely
For example, in the case of fermions in the fundamental representation, denoted , (2.22) so that, for N c = 2, the interval I is 5.55 < N f < 11; for N c = 3, I is 8.05 < N f < 16.5; and as
Since we are primarily interested in studying the IR zero of β and since the presence or absence of an IR zero of the two-loop β function, β 2ℓ , is a scheme-independent property, we focus on N f ∈ I, where this IR zero of β 2ℓ is present. A general result is that for a given gauge group G and fermion representation R and N f ∈ I, α IR,2ℓ is a monotonically decreasing function of N f . As N f decreases from N f,b1z , α IR,2ℓ increases from 0. As N f decreases through a value labeled N f,cr , α IR increases through a critical value, α cr ∼ O (1), where fermion condensation takes place. Thus,
The value of N f,cr is of fundamental importance in the study of a non-Abelian gauge theory, since it separates two different regimes of IR behavior, viz., an IR conformal phase with no SχSB for N f,cr < N f and an IR phase with SχSB for N f < N f,cr . As N f approaches N f,b2z at the lower end of the interval I, α IR,2ℓ becomes too large for Eq. (2.18) to be reliable. Because of the strong-coupling nature of the physics at an approximate IR fixed point with α IR ∼ O(1), there are significant higher-order corrections to results obtained from the two-loop β function, which motivated the calculation of the location of the IR zero in β, and the resultant value of γ m evaluated at this IR zero, to higher-loop order for a general G, R, and N f [11, 12] .
C. β Function and Dilaton Mass
Here we focus on a theory in which the IR zero of β, α IR , is slightly greater than α cr , so that, in the UV to IR flow, there is an extended interval in t = ln µ over which α(µ) is approaching α IR from below, but is still less than α cr . In this interval, α(µ) ∼ O(1), but β is small, and hence the theory is approximately scale-invariant. As µ decreases through Λ, α(µ) increases through α(Λ) = α cr , the fermion condensate forms, and the fermions gain dynamical masses, this approximate scale invariance is broken spontaneously. In terms of the (symmetric) energymomentum tensor θ µν , the dilatation current is D µ = θ µν x ν , and one has
where G a µν is the field-strength tensor for the gauge field. When taking matrix elements, the deviation of this divergence ∂ µ D µ from zero, i.e., the nonconservation of the dilatation current, thus arises from two sources, namely the facts that β is not exactly equal to zero and the nonzero value of the matrix element of G a µν G aµν , defined appropriately at the scale Λ. An analysis of the matrix element of D µ between the vacuum and the dilaton state |χ(p) , in conjunction with a dimensional estimate of the gluon matrix element, and the Taylor series expansion (2.17) evaluated with µ ∼ Λ yields the resulting estimate for the dilaton mass m χ [21] 
In terms of n-loop level quantities, the right-hand side of
The importance of the slope at α IR , β ′ IR , and the n-loop calculation of this slope, β ′ IR,nℓ , in estimating a dilaton mass in a quasiconformal theory is evident from Eq. (2.24) . As is the case with α IR,nℓ , because of the strong-coupling nature of the physics, it is valuable to compute higher-loop corrections to the two-loop result, β ′ IR,2ℓ . Below, we will present two-and higher-loop analytic and numerical calculations of β ′ IR,nℓ . Other effects on m χ have been discussed in the literature [21] , including the effect of dynamical fermion mass generation associated with the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking as µ descends through the value Λ. Owing to this and other nonperturbative effects on m χ , we restrict ourselves here to presenting one input to this calculation, namely β ′ IR,nℓ , for which we can give definite analytic and numerical results.
D. IR Zero of β at the Three-Loop Level
Let us assume that N f ∈ I, so that β 2ℓ has an IR zero. Here we analyze how this IR changes as one calculates the β function to three-loop order, extending our results in [11] to (an infinite set of) schemes more general than the M S scheme used in that paper. Since the existence of of the IR zero in the two-loop β function is a schemeindependent property of the theory, it is reasonable to restrict to schemes that preserve this IR zero of β at the three-loop level. We first determine a condition for this to hold.
The three-loop β function is β 3ℓ = −2α 2 β 3ℓ,r , so, aside from the double zero at α = 0 (the UV fixed point), β 3ℓ vanishes at the two roots of the factor β 3ℓ,r ≡b 1 +b 2 α + b 3 α 2 = 0, namely,
where
The analysis of the IR zero of β 3ℓ requires an consideration of the sign of ∆ 2 (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ). The condition that β 3ℓ have an IR zero requires, in particular, that its two zeros away from the origin be real, i.e., that ∆ 2 (b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) ≥ 0. For a given G, R, and N f ∈ I, so that b 1 and b 2 are fixed, this condition amounts to an upper bound on b 3 , namely b 3 ≤ b 2 2 /(4b 1 ). Now, b 2 → 0 at the lower end of the interval I, so that, insofar as one considers the analytic continuation of N f from positive integers to positive real numbers, the above bound generically requires that b 3 ≤ 0 for N f ∈ I. This is also required if R = , and one studies the theory in the limit N c → ∞ and N f → ∞ with r ≡ N f /N c fixed, since in this case there are discrete pairs of values (N c , N f ) that enable one to approach arbitrarily close to the lower end of the interval I at r = 34/13 where b 2 → 0. In order to preserve the existence of the two-loop IR zero at the three-loop level, one is thus motivated to restrict to schemes in which b 3 ≤ 0 for N f ∈ I, and we will do so here. (The marginal case b 3 = 0 is not generic, since b 3 varies as a function of N c and N f , so we will not consider it further.) Before proceeding, it is worthwhile to recall how the property b 3 < 0 for N f ∈ I arises in the M S scheme. In this scheme, b 3 is a quadratic function of N f with positive coefficients of the N 2 f term and the term independent of N f . This coefficient b 3 vanishes, with sign reversal, at two values of N f , denoted N f,b3z,− and N f,b3z,+ , given as Eq. (3.16) in [11] , with b 3 < 0 for N f,b3z,− < N f < N f,b3z,+ (and b 3 > 0 for N f < N f,b3z,− and N f > N f,b3z,+ . In [11] it was shown that in this scheme, for all of the representations considered there, namely, the fundamental ( ), adjoint, and rank-2 symmetric ( ) and antisymmetric ( ) tensor representations, N f,b3z,− < N f,b2z and N f,b3z,2 > N f,b1z , so that b 3 < 0 for all N f ∈ I. For example, for fermions in the R = representation, (i) for N c = 2, N f,b3z,1 = 3.99 < N f,b2z = 5.55 and N f,b3z,2 = 27.6 > N f,b1z = 11; (ii) for N c = 3, N f,b3z,1 = 5.84 < N f,b2z = 8.05, and N f,b3z,2 = 40.6 > N f,b1z = 16.5; (iii) Table  II we list the values of ∆ 2 (b 1 ,b 2 ,b 3 ) withb 3 calculated in the M S scheme, for the illustrative cases N c = 2, 3, 4 and N f in the respective I intervals. Since b 3 < 0 for N f ∈ I in this M S scheme, it follows that all of the entries in this table have ∆ 2 > 0.
Given that
The solution with a − sign in front of the square root is negative and hence unphysical; the other is positive and is α IR,3ℓ , i.e.,
In [11] it was shown that in the M S scheme, for all N f ∈ I, α IR,3ℓ < α IR,2ℓ . Here we demonstrate that this result holds more generally than just in the M S scheme. We prove that for arbitrary gauge group G, fermion representation R, and N f ∈ I, in any scheme in which b 3 < 0 for N f ∈ I (which is thus guaranteed to preserve the IR zero present at the two-loop level), it follows that α IR,3ℓ < α IR,2ℓ . To prove this, we consider the difference
27) The expression in square brackets is positive if and only if
This difference is equal to the nonnegative quantity (2b 1 b 3 ) 2 , which proves the inequality. Note that, since b 1 is nonzero for asymptotic freedom, this difference vanishes if and only if b 3 = 0, in which case α IR,3ℓ = α IR,2ℓ . We have therefore proved that
(2.29)
As noted above, α IR,2ℓ is a monotonically decreasing function of N f ∈ I. With b 3 < 0 for N f ∈ I, this monotonicity property is also true of α IR,3ℓ . As N f increases from N f,b2z to N f,b1z in the interval I, α IR,3ℓ decreases from (2.30) to zero as N f ր N f,b1z at the upper end of this interval, vanishing like 31) as N f ր N f,b1z and b 1 → 0.
E. IR Zero of β at the Four-Loop Level
The four-loop β function is β 4ℓ = −2α 2 β 4ℓ,r , so β 4ℓ has three zeros away from the origin, at the roots of the cubic equation
(where β nℓ,r was given in Eq. (2.8)). These zeros were analyzed for the M S scheme in [11, 12] . Here we extend this analysis to a more general class of schemes that have b 3 < 0 for N f ∈ I, and hence maintain at the three-loop level the IR zero of the scheme-independent two-loop β function.
The nature of the roots of Eq. (2.32) is determined by the sign of the discriminant ∆ 3 (b 1 ,b 2 ,b 3 ,b 4 ), or equivalently,
The following properties of ∆ 3 are relevant here: (i) if ∆ 3 > 0, then all of the roots of Eq. (2.32) are real; (ii) if ∆ 3 < 0, then Eq. (2.32) has one real root and a complexconjugate pair of roots; (iii) if ∆ 3 = 0, then at least two of the roots of Eq. (2.32) coincide. Given the schemeindependent properties b 1 > 0 and b 2 < 0 (i.e., N f ∈ I), and provided that b 3 < 0 for N f ∈ I, we can write this discriminant as
If b 4 were zero, then the zeros of β 4ℓ would coincide with those of β 3ℓ , and the property that these are all real is in accord with the reduction 
From an application of the Descartes theorem on roots of algebraic equations, it follows that there are at most two (real) positive roots of this equation and at most one negative root. Moreover, from Eq. (2.12) we can deduce that in this case with b 4 > 0, in addition to the double zero at α = 0, β 4ℓ has a zero at a negative value of α, so the upper bound on negative zeros from the Descartes theorem is saturated. Furthermore, since β 4ℓ is negative at large positive α, there are then two possibilities: either the two remaining zeros of Eq. (2.32) are a complexconjugate pair, or else they are both real and positive. If, on the other hand, the scheme is such that b 4 < 0, then we can write Eq. (2.32) as
From a similar application of the Descartes theorem, we infer that there is at most one positive real root and at most two negative real roots of Eq. (2.37). From Eq. (2.11) we deduce that β 4ℓ has a zero at a positive real value of α. Depending on |b 4 |, the other two roots of Eq. (2.37) may be real and negative or may form a complexconjugate pair. Combining the information from both the Descartes theorem and the discriminant ∆ 3 , we derive the following conclusions about the roots of Eq. (2.32) and hence the zeros of β 4ℓ aside from the double zero at α = 0. As before, we assume that b 2 < 0 (i.e., N f ∈ I) so that β 2ℓ has an IR zero, and also that the scheme is such that b 3 < 0 for N f ∈ I, guaranteeing that this IR zero is maintained at the three-loop level. Then, It is reasonable to avoid schemes that lead to the outcome (2) above, with no real positive root of Eq. (2.32), since these fail to preserve the IR zero of the schemeindependent two-loop β function. Although the positivity of ∆ 3 is not a necessary condition for this preserving of the IR zero, it is a sufficient condition. We thus investigate the conditions under which ∆ 3 is positive. As shown via Eq. (2.38) Therefore, a sufficient condition for a scheme to be such that β 4ℓ preserves the IR zero that is present in β 2ℓ and
Note that at the lower end of the interval I, where b 2 → 0, the interval (2.39) reduces to the upper bound |b 4 | < 2|b 3 | 3/2 /(27b 1 ) 1/2 . For reference, in the M S scheme, b 4 is a cubic polynomial in N f and is positive for N f ∈ I for N c = 2, 3 but is negative in part of I for higher values of N c (see Table  I of [11] , where N c is denoted N ). In Table II Table II , so these entries correspond to the case (1) in the list of possibilities for b 4 and ∆ 3 given above.
Rather than calculating α IR,nℓ directly from β nℓ , a different approach is to use β nℓ to compute Padé approximants and then calculate zeros of these approximants.
As before, since one is interested in the zeros away from the origin, one extracts the factor −2α 2 in Eq. (2.4) and analyzes the polynomial β nℓ,r in Eq. (2.8), of degree n−1 in α, depending on the n coefficientsb ℓ , ℓ = 1, .., n. From this, one can construct a set of [p, q] Padé approximants, i.e., rational functions, each with a numerator polynomial of degree p and a denominator polynomial of degree q in α, of the form (
Without loss of generality, one can divide numerator and denominator by q 0 , so that, after redefinition of the coefficients, the [p, q] Padé approximant to Eq. (2.8) is
( 2.40) depending on the p + q + 1 coefficients p j with j = 0, ..., p and q k with k = 1, .., q. These coefficients are determined by matching the Taylor series expansion of [p, q] in α with the n coefficientsb ℓ , ℓ = 1, ..., n, so that p + q = n − 1. Thus, from the four-loop beta function factor β 4ℓ,r , one can construct two relevant approximants with p + q = 3, namely the [1, 2] and [2, 1] Padé approximants [27] . We did this in [11] and calculated the resultant unique IR zero from the [1, 2] approximant and the relevant IR zero from [2, 1] , denoted α IR,4ℓ, [1, 2] and α IR,4ℓ, [2, 1] , respectively. These were found to be close to the directly calculated IR zero, α IR,4ℓ . From the known results for β nℓ with n = 2, 3, 4, one can make estimates of β 5ℓ by various methods, but since these only contain exact information up to the n = 4 loop level, we will not pursue this direction here.
As the n = 4 special case of the result discussed above, α IR,4ℓ decreases to zero as N f ր N f,b1z . For the R = and for a given N f ∈ I where it is reliably calculable, α IR,4ℓ is slightly larger than α IR,3ℓ , but the difference, α IR,4ℓ − α IR,3ℓ is sufficiently small that α IR,4ℓ is smaller than α IR,2ℓ . For higher fermion representations and N f values where the IR zero is reliably calculable (i.e., not too close to the lower end of the interval I), the difference α IR,3ℓ − α IR,4ℓ is again smaller in magnitude then the difference α IR,2ℓ −α IR,3ℓ but may have either sign. Thus, where α IR,4ℓ is reliably calculable, it is smaller than α 2,ℓ . The finding that the fractional change in the location of the IR zero of β is reduced at higher-loop order agrees with the general expectation that calculating a quantity to higher order in perturbation theory should give a more stable and accurate result.
The scheme-dependence of α IR,nℓ for n ≥ 3 can be studied by carrying out scheme transformations, recalculating α ′ IR,nℓ in the new scheme, and comparing with α IR,nℓ . This study was carried out in [14] . To be acceptable, a scheme transformation must satisfy a number of necessary conditions, such as mapping a a positive real α to a positive real α ′ and vice versa. Although these conditions can be satisfied easily in the vicinity of the ultraviolet fixed point of an asymptotically free theory at α = 0, they are nontrivial and constitute significant restrictions on scheme transformations at an infrared fixed point [14] . For example, the scheme transformation α = tanh α ′ ,
, is acceptable for small α, in the vicinity of the UV fixed point of an asymptotically free gauge theory, but is not acceptable in the vicinity of an IR fixed point at α = α IR ∼ O(1), since α can approach 1 from below, in which case α ′ diverges, and α can exceed 1, in which case α ′ is complex. Scheme-dependence of higher-loop calculations is present not just in calculations of an IR zero of β nℓ at three-and higher-loop level, but also in higher-loop perturbative QCD calculations. The fact that the M S scheme is a reasonable one has been demonstrated, e.g., by the excellent fit that has been obtained to experimental data for α s (µ) with µ 2 = Q 2 using this scheme [28] . There has been much work on optimized schemes for higher-order QCD calculations [29] . However, we note that two of the simplest scheme transformations that one might apply for QCD are not generally acceptable at an IR zero of β with α IR ∼ O(1). These are the scheme transformations denoted S 2 and S 3 in [14] , which are constructed to render the leading scheme-dependent coefficient in the new scheme, b ′ 3 , equal to zero. They are acceptable at the UV zero of β and hence in perturbative QCD applications, but are not, in general, acceptable in the vicinity of an IR zero with α IR ∼ O(1) because they can map a real positive α in the M S scheme to a negative or complex coupling in the transformed scheme, as was shown in [14] .
F. Shift of IR Zero at (n + 1)-loop Level
Here we derive a result on the direction of the shift in the IR zero of the β function when one increases the order of calculation of β from the n-loop level to the (n+1)-loop level, where n ≥ 2. We assume, as before, that the theory is asymptotically free and that b 2 < 0 (i.e., N f ∈ I), so that there is an IR zero of β at the two-loop level. We assume that the scheme-dependent coefficients b ℓ with ℓ = 3, ..., n + 1 are such that they preserve the existence of the IR zero of β at higher-loop level [30] . We focus here on values of α close to α IR,nℓ , where dβ nℓ /dα > 0. Expanding β nℓ in a Taylor series expansion around α = α IR,nℓ , with the abbreviation β ′ IR,nℓ ≡ dβ nℓ /dα| α IR,nℓ defined above, we write the general Eq. (2.17) explicitly in terms of n-loop quantities as
Now let us calculate β to the next-higher-loop order, i.e., β (n+1)ℓ , and solve for the zero, α IR,(n+1)ℓ , which corresponds to α IR,nℓ (among the n − 1 zeros of β (n+1)ℓ away from the origin). To determine whether α IR,(n+1)ℓ is larger or smaller than α IR,nℓ , i.e., whether there is a shift to the right or left, consider the difference
In a scheme in which b n+1 > 0, this difference, evaluated at α = α IR,nℓ , is negative, so, given that dβ nℓ /dα| α IR,nℓ > 0, to compensate for this, the zero shifts to the right, whereas if b n+1 < 0, the difference is positive, so the zero shifts to the left. That is,
(In a scheme with b n+1 = 0, obviously α IR,(n+1)ℓ = α IR,nℓ ). The application of this general result (2.43) is evident in the specific calculations in [11] at the threeloop and four-loop levels.
III. β FUNCTION STRUCTURE
At high scales in the UV, the β function is dominated by the leading quadratic term, β ≃ −2b 1 α 2 + O(α 3 ). The calculation of the IR zero of β nℓ is important for investigating the UV to IR evolution of the theory. But, as discussed in the introduction, for a more detailed study of this evolution, one needs not just the value of the IR zero, α IR,nℓ , but the full curve of β nℓ for α ∈ I α . Here we present calculations of three quantities that give further information about this curve, including (i) the value of α where β nℓ reaches its minimum for α ∈ I α , α m,nℓ , (ii) the minimum value of β nℓ for α ∈ I α , (β nℓ ) min ; and the slope β ′ IR,nℓ at the IR zero of β, as defined in Eq. (2.16). The relevance of the third quantity to estimates of the dilaton mass in a quasiconformal gauge theory has been noted above. Our calculations are performed at the n = 2, n = 3, and (n = 4)-loop level.
A. Two-Loop Level 1. Position of Minimum in β 2ℓ for α ∈ Iα At the two-loop level, given that b 2 < 0 so that β 2ℓ function has an IR zero, the derivative dβ 2ℓ /dα = −2α(2b 1 + 3b 2 α) vanishes at α = α m,2ℓ , where
Explicitly,
2. Minimum Value of β 2ℓ for α ∈ Iα
At α = α m,2ℓ , β 2ℓ reaches its minimum physical value for α ∈ I α , namely
Note that
The derivative dβ 2ℓ /dα evaluated at α = α IR,2ℓ is 5) which is positive for N f ∈ I.
As descriptors of the shape and structure of the β function, the quantities α m,nℓ , (β nℓ ) min , and β ′ IR,nℓ are interrelated. Thus, if one makes a rough, linear (lin.) approximation to the β function in the interval from α = α m,nℓ to α = α IR,nℓ , then this slope would be
For example, in the (n = 2)-loop case, substituting the values of (β 2ℓ ) min , α IR,2ℓ , and α m,2ℓ , this approximation yields
which exhibits the same dependence on the input coefficients b 1 and b 2 , with a somewhat smaller coefficient, 8/9 rather than the coefficient 2 in the exact two-loop expression, β ′ IR,2ℓ , in Eq. (3.5) . In Tables I, III , and IV we list numerical values of α m,nℓ , (β nℓ ) min , and β ′ IR,nℓ for fermions in the R = representation of SU(N c ), for some illustrative cases of N c and, for each N c , values of N f in the respective intervals I. As illustrations, we show plots of β nℓ in Fig.  1 for N c = 2 and N f = 8 and in Fig. 2 for N c = 3 and N f = 12 as functions of α. The results in the tables and figures are given for the quantities evaluated at the n = 2, n = 3, and n = 4 loop levels. The n = 3 and n = 4 loop results will be discussed further below. Here we assume a scheme in which b 3 = 0, since if one is working with a scheme in which b 3 = 0, then β 3ℓ = β 2ℓ , so the analysis of the three-loop β function reduces to that of the two-loop β function discussed above. Furthermore, for the reasons explained above, we restrict to schemes in which b 3 < 0 for N f ∈ I. The derivative dβ 3ℓ /dα = −2α(2b 1 + 3b 2 α + 4b 3 α 2 ) is zero at α = 0 and at the two other points, (3.8) This can be written as α = π(2|b 3 |)
The critical point corresponding to the − sign in front of the square root is negative and hence unphysical, while the critical point corresponding to the + sign in front of the square root is α m,3ℓ , i.e.,
A general inequality is (3.10) We prove this by examining the difference
The condition that this is positive is equivalent to the condition that the square of the polynomial term in the numerator of Eq. (3.11) minus the square of the term in this numerator involving the square root is positive. This difference of squares is equal to 256b 
Minimum Value of β 3ℓ for α ∈ Iα
At α = α βmin,3ℓ , β 3ℓ reaches its minimum value for α ∈ I α , namely
(3.12)
Note that one can write (β 3ℓ ) min in terms of theb ℓ coefficients by replacing each b ℓ in Eq. (3.16) by the correspondingb ℓ and dividing the overall expression by 4π. Since (β nℓ ) min < 0, it is convenient to deal with the magnitudes |(β nℓ ) min |. We find the following general inequality: for a given G, R, and N f ∈ I, in a scheme that has b 3 < 0 and hence maintains the existence of the IR zero in β 2ℓ , (3.13) To prove this, we consider the difference
(3.14)
The positivity of this difference is equivalent to the positivity of the square of the polynomial terms in the numerator minus the square of the term in the numerator involving the radical. This difference of squares is equal to (3.15) This expression is manifestly positive-definite, which proves the inequality (3.13).
Slope of β 3ℓ at α IR,3ℓ
The derivative of β 3ℓ at α = α IR,3ℓ is (3.16) That this is positive follows from the fact that the square of the term involving the square root minus the square of −(4b 1 |b 2 ||b 3 | + |b 2 | 3 ) in the brackets is the manifestly positive quantity 4b A general inequality is that for a given G, R, and N f ∈ I, in a scheme with b 3 < 0, which is thus guaranteed to maintain the existence of the IR zero in β 2ℓ at the threeloop level, (3.17) To prove this, we examine the difference
The positivity of this difference is equivalent to the positivity of the square of the polynomial terms in the numerator minus the square of the term in the numerator involving the square root, which is (3.19) This is manifestly positive-definite, which proves the inequality (3.17) . The shifts in the values of the IR zero, α IR,nℓ , the position of the minimum in β nℓ , the value of β nℓ at the minimum, and the slope of β nℓ at α = α n,ℓ are evident from Tables I, III , and IV and Figs. 1 and 2 .
C. Four-Loop Level
The derivative dβ 3ℓ /dα = −2α(2b 1 + 3b 2 α + 4b 3 α 2 + 5b 4 α 3 ) is zero at α = 0 and at the three other points given by the zeros of the cubic equation 2b 1 + 3b 2 α + 4b 3 α 2 + 5b 4 α 3 = 0. We have calculated these critical points, evaluated β 4ℓ at its minimum physical value, and also evaluated the derivative dβ 4ℓ /dα at α = α IR,4ℓ . We give the numerical results for α m,4ℓ , (β 4ℓ ) min , and β
in Tables I, III , and IV. These four-loop structural results are also evident in Figs. 1 and 2 .
In addition to the results that we have proved above, we note some others here. As stated above, numerical results for three-and four-loop structural quantities were calculated in the M S scheme. First, although the ratios α m,3ℓ /α IR,3ℓ and α m,4ℓ /α IR,4ℓ are not constants as functions of N f , they do not differ very much from the two-loop ratio, which is a constant, namely, 2/3, as given in Eq. (3.4) . With fermions in the representation, for a given N c and N f ∈ I, α m,4ℓ is slightly larger than α m,3ℓ , but still substantially smaller than α m,2ℓ , just as is true of the corresonding α IR,nℓ quantities. Moreover, for a given G and loop order n, α m,nℓ is a monotonically decreasing function of N f ∈ I and vanishes as N f ր N f,b1z and b 1 → 0.
IV. SOME PROPERTIES OF γm
The anomalous dimension γ m for the fermion bilinear ψψ describes the scaling properties of this operator and can be expressed as a series in a or equivalently, α:
wherec ℓ = c ℓ /(4π) ℓ is the ℓ-loop series coefficient. The coefficient c 1 is scheme-independent, while c ℓ for ℓ ≥ 2 are scheme-dependent. The c ℓ coefficients have been calculated up to four-loop order in the M S scheme [7] . We list c ℓ for ℓ = 1, 2, 3 in Appendix A. We denote the n-loop expression for γ m as a series in α, evaluated at the n-loop IR zero of β, α = α IR,nℓ , as γ IR,nℓ .
In [11] , we calculated γ IR,nℓ up to (n = 4)-loop order in the M S scheme. An important result was that we found a substantial reduction in γ IR going from the two-loop to three-loop level for all of the fermion representations that were considered. The difference going from three-to four-loop level, γ IR,3ℓ − γ IR,4ℓ , was found to be smaller and could be of either sign, depending on the representation and value of N f . The resultant γ IR,4ℓ was thus substantially smaller than γ IR,2ℓ .
One may investigate the reduction γ IR,3ℓ < γ IR,2ℓ found in [11] further. To do this for a given gauge group G and fermion representation R, we assume that N f ∈ I, so that the theory has an IR zero of β 2ℓ , and, further, that the scheme is such that b 3 < 0 for N f ∈ I, so that this IR zero is guaranteed to be maintained at the three-loop level. We will use the resultant property that α IR,3ℓ < α IR,2ℓ . Let us consider the difference γ IR,2ℓ − γ IR,3ℓ . This is given by
The (scheme-independent) coefficient c 1 is positive, so that, since α IR,2ℓ − α IR,3ℓ > 0, it follows that the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.2) is positive. The factor (α 2 IR,2ℓ −α 2 IR,3ℓ ) in the second term is also positive. The coefficient c 2 is scheme-dependent, so the analysis of this term necessarily involves a choice of scheme, as does the analysis of the third term. We next prove that in the M S scheme, c 2 > 0 for all of the representations considered in [11] , so that this second term is positive.
To show this, we begin with the representation, for which
The first factor in the numerator, N 2 c − 1, is obviously positive for all physical N c . The second factor is positive for N f < N f,c2z , where
This is larger than the upper bound on N f from asymptotic freedom, N f,b1z , as is clear from the difference 5) so that c 2,f und,MS > 0 for N f ∈ I (actually for all physical N f ). This provides an analytic understanding of the numerical results in Table V of [11] , which indicated that c 2 > 0 for all N c and N f considered there. We next consider the case of fermions in the adjoint representation, for which
This is positive for N f < 53/10, which is larger than the upper bound on N f for this representation from the requirement of asymptotic freedom, namely N f,b1z = 11/4 = 2.75, so again, c 2 > 0 for all N f for the adjoint representation in the M S scheme. Finally, we consider the case of fermions in the symmetric or antisymmetric rank-2 tensor representation, denoted S2 and A2, respectively, with Young tableaux and . Owing to the fact that the A2 representation of SU (2) is the singlet, it is understood that N c ≥ 3 in this case. Since various formulas are similar for these two representations, with appropriate reversals of signs of certain terms, it is convenient to give them in a unified manner, with T 2 referring to S2 and A2 together. We have
where the upper (lower) sign applies for the S2 (A2) representation, respectively. In the numerator of this expression, the factor (N c ± 2)(N c ∓ 1) is obviously positive for the relevant values of N c , so one next examines the
. This is positive for N f < N f,c2T 2z , where
. (4.8) As for the other representations, N f,c2T 2z is larger than the respective upper bound on N f from the requirement of asymptotic freedom, N f,b1z,T 2 ,
. (4.9) This is proved by considering the difference
This difference is positive for 11) i.e., 0.5124 for S2 and 0.6888 for A2, and hence for all physical N c . Therefore, this proves that c 2 > 0 for all relevant N f < N f,b1z and, in particular, for all N f in the respective intervals I for these theories with fermions in the symmetric or antisymmetric rank-2 representation. We have thus proved that for the M S scheme, for all of the representations considered in [11] , the first two terms in the difference γ IR,2ℓ − γ IR,3ℓ are both positive. We have also investigated the contribution of the third term. By analytic methods similar to those exhibited above, we find that this third term also makes a positive contribution to the difference in Eq. (4.2), i.e., c 3 < 0 for N f ∈ I, in most, although not all, cases. For example, for G = SU(N c ) and fermions in the representation, c 3 < 0 for all N c up to N c = 15 and integer N f values in the respective intervals I. This includes all of the cases of N c and N f ∈ I for which numerical results were given in [11] and thus gives an analytic understanding of those results. For N c = 16, the interval I is 42 ≤ N f ≤ 87, and c 3 < 0 for all of these values of N f except the lowest one, N f = 42, where c 3 > 0. Similar comments apply for larger N c .
V. SUPERSYMMETRIC GAUGE THEORY A. IR Zeros of β
It is of interest to give some corresponding results on properties of the β function and associated UV to IR evolution in an asymptotically free, N = 1 supersymmetric gauge theory with vectorial chiral superfield content Φ i ,Φ i , i = 1, ..., N f in the R,R representations, respectively. A number of exact results have been derived describing the infrared properties of the theory in [31, 32] . Thus, one can compare findings from perturbative calculations with these exact results, and this was done in [13] . The β function of the theory has the form
where we use the subscript s, standing for supersymmetric, to avoid confusion with the corresponding quantities in the nonsupersymmetric theory, andb ℓ,s = b ℓ,s /(4π) ℓ . The beta function calculated to n-loop order is denoted β nℓ,s . For values of N f for which β nℓ,s has an IR zero, we denote this as α IR,nℓ,s . In addition to the schemeindependent coefficients b 1,s and b 2,s , calculated in [33] and [34] , respectively, the three-loop coefficient, b 3,ℓ , has been calculated in [35] in the dimensional reduction (DR) scheme [36] . Calculations of α IR,nℓ,s and corresponding values of the anomalous dimension for the bilinear chiral superfield operator ΦΦ were given in [13] up to the maximal order to which b ℓ and the coefficients of the anomalous dimension had been calculated, namely the three-loop level.
We recall that, since 33] , the upper bound on N f for the theory to be asymptotically free is 2) where
3)
The two-loop β function coefficient is [34] , which decreases through positive values and passes through zero, reversing sign, as N f increases through 4) Since N f,b2z,s < N f,b1z,s , there is always an interval of values of N f , namely 5) in which the two-loop β function for this theory has an IR zero for N f . The value of this two-loop IR zero is
In particular, for chiral superfields in the and¯repre-sentations, N f,b1z,s = 3N c and N f,b2z,s = 3N
In this case, the exact value of N f at the lower end of the IR-conformal, non-Abelian Coulomb phase was determined in Ref. [32] to be
Here, since N f,b2z,s > N f,cr,s , the coefficient b 2,s passes through zero and reverses sign in the interior of the nonAbelian Coulomb phase. Consequently, as was noted in [13] , for this case of chiral superfields in the and representations, one cannot study the IR zero of β 2ℓ throughout the entirety of this phase. The generalization of N f,cr,s to higher representations has been given as [37] (5.9) Assuming that γ m saturates its upper bound of 1 in this supersymmetric theory as N f ց N f,cr,s , Eq. (5.8) agrees with the result obtained via a closed-form solution for β [31] (see also [38] ). Note that the fact that the scheme used in [31] is different from the DR scheme does not affect this, since N f,cr,s is a physical quantity. At the three-loop level, β 3ℓ,s = −2α 2 β 3ℓ,r,s , where β nℓ,r is given by Eq. (2.8) withb ℓ replaced byb ℓ,s . One makes use of the result [35] 5.10) in the DR scheme. The three-loop IR zero of β s , α IR,3ℓ,s , was calculated and compared with α IR,2ℓ,s in [13] . One can prove various inequalities similar to those that we have proved above for a non-supersymmetric gauge theory. We illustrate one of these, concerning the relative size of α IR,2ℓ,s and α IR,3ℓ,s for chiral superfields in the and¯representations. We begin by noting that b 3,s in the DR scheme is a quadratic function of N f which is positive for small N f , and, as N f increases, passes through zero, becoming negative, at a value denoted N f,b3z,−,s , reaches a minimum, and then passes through zero again at N f = N f,b3z,+,s , and is positive for larger N f . In general,
, (5.11) where (5.12) For the or¯representation, this reduces to (Note that R s,f und is positive-definite, vanishing at eight complex values of N f .) To prove that α IR,2ℓ,s < α IR,3ℓ,s for this case, it suffices to show that b 3,s < 0 for N f ∈ I s , since then one can apply the same proof that we used for Eq. (2.29) . To show that b 3,s < 0 for N f ∈ I s , we will demonstrate that N f,b3z,−,s < N f,b2z,s and N f,b3z,+,s > N f,b1z,s . First, for this case of R equal to the representation, we consider the difference
Although the polynomial term in the numerator of (5.15) is negative, it is smaller than the term involving the square root. To show this, we observe that the square of the term involving the square root minus the square of the polynomial term in the numerator is 24N c
. This is positive for all physical N c , proving that N f,b2z,s > N f,b3z,−,s for this case. Next, we consider the difference
.
(5.16) Although the polynomial term in the numerator is negative for physical N c , it is smaller than the square root, as is shown by the fact that the difference of the square of the square root term minus the square of the polynomial term is 24N and N f,b3z,+,s > N f,b1z,s . In turn, this proves that for this case with N f chiral superfields in the and¯repre-sentations, in the DR scheme, b 3,s < 0 for N f ∈ I s , and hence α IR,3ℓ,s < α IR,2ℓ,s .
( 5.17) This inequality follows by the same type of proof as the one that we gave for Eq. (2.29).
B. Structural Properties of βs
Because one has exact, nonperturbative results available for this theory, we will be brief in our discussion of structural properties of the β function. The value of α where β 2ℓ,s has zero slope and a minimum in the interval (1.1) is given by Eq. (3.1) as 18) At this α, β 2ℓ,s reaches its minimum physical value, (5.19) As in the nonsupersymmetric theory, α m,2ℓ,s = (2/3)α IR,2ℓ,s . The derivative dβ 2ℓ,s /dα evaluated at α = α IR,2ℓ,s is given by the analogue of Eq. (3.5), namely 20) which is positive for N f ∈ I. At the three-loop level, α m,3ℓ,s , (β 3ℓ ) min , and β ′ IR,3ℓ,s are given by Eqs. (3.9) , (3.12), and (3.16) with the replacements b ℓ → b ℓ,s . In Figs. 3 and 4 we show plots of the two-loop and three-loop β functions for this supersymmetric gauge theory with chiral superfields in the fundamental representation and with the illustrative values N c = 2, N f = 5 and N c = 3, N f = 7, respectively. The three-loop β functions are calculated in the DR scheme. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have studied some higher-loop structural properties of the β function in an asymptotically free vectorial gauge theory, focusing on the case where the theory has an IR zero in the β function. These structural properties include the value of α where β reaches a minimum (i.e., a maximal magnitude, since β ≤ 0 for α ∈ I α ), the value of β at this minimum, and the derivative dβ/dα at the IR zero, calculated to the nloop order. We have given results up to four loops in a non-supersymmetric gauge theory and up to three loops in a gauge theory with N = 1 supersymmetry. In an asymptotically free theory with an exact or approximate infrared zero in the β function, these structural quantities provide further information about the running of α as a function of the reference scale, µ. The derivative of β at α IR is also of interest because it enters into estimates of the dilaton mass in a quasiconformal gauge theory. A general inequality was proved concerning how the shift in the IR zero of β as one goes from the n-loop to the (n+1)-loop order depends on the sign of b n+1 . For schemes which have b 3 < 0 for N f ∈ I and which thus are guaranteed to preserve the existence of the IR zero in the (scheme-independent) β 2ℓ at the three-loop level, we have proved that α IR,3ℓ < α IR,2ℓ , α m,3ℓ < α m,2ℓ , |(β 3ℓ ) min | < |(β 2ℓ ) min |, and β ′ IR,3ℓ < β ′ IR,2ℓ . Our results further elucidate the ultraviolet to infrared evolution of an asymptotically free vectorial gauge theory with fermions.
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VII. APPENDIX A A. β Function Coefficients
For a vectorial gauge theory with gauge group G and N f fermions in the representation R, the coefficients b 1 and b 2 in the β function are [1] 
and [2, 22] (7.2) In the M S scheme [3] We have also used the four-loop coefficient, b 4 , calculated in the M S scheme in [4] , for our calculations. This coefficient b 4 is a cubic polynomial in N f .
B. Coefficients for γm
We list here the c ℓ for ℓ = 1, 2, 3: ... We have also used the four-loop coefficient c 4 , calculated in the M S scheme in [7] , for our calculations.
VIII. APPENDIX B
Here we give some illustrative explicit β 4ℓ functions for various values of N c and N f . The three-loop and fourloop coefficients are calculated in the M S scheme. These are written in the form As discussed in Section II, information on the nature of the roots of the equation P m (z) = 0 is given by the discriminant ∆ m defined in Eq. (2.9). Since ∆ m is a symmetric function of the roots (being proportional to the square of the Vandermonde polynomial of these roots), the theorem on symmetric functions [26] implies that ∆ m can be expressed as a polynomial in the coefficients κ s , s = 0, ..., m. We indicate this in the notation ∆ m = ∆ m (κ 0 , ..., κ m ). The discriminant ∆ m is most conveniently calculated in terms of the Sylvester matrix of P (z) and dP (z)/dz, equivalent to the resultant matrix, denoted S P,P ′ , of dimension (2m 
